Ammonia Capture in Porous Organic Polymers Densely Functionalized with Brønsted Acid Groups
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ABSTRACT: The elimination of specific environmental and industrial contaminants, which are hazardous at only part per million to part per billion concentrations, poses a significant technological challenge. Adsorptive materials designed for such processes must be engendered with an exceptionally high enthalpy of adsorption for the analyte of interest. Rather than relying on a single strong interaction, the use of multiple chemical interactions is an emerging strategy for achieving this requisite physical parameter. Herein, we describe an efficient, catalytic synthesis of diamondoid porous organic polymers densely functionalized with carboxylic acids. Physical parameters such as pore size distribution, application of these materials to low-pressure ammonia adsorption, and comparison with analogous materials featuring functional groups of varying acidity are presented. In particular, BPP-5, which features a multiply interpenetrated structure dominated by <6 Å pores, is shown to exhibit an uptake of 17.7 mmol/g at 1 bar, the highest capacity yet demonstrated for a readily recyclable material. A complementary framework, BPP-7, features slightly larger pore sizes, and the resulting improvement in uptake kinetics allows for efficient adsorption at low pressure (3.15 mmol/g at 480 ppm). Overall, the data strongly suggest that the spatial arrangement of acidic sites allows for cooperative behavior, which leads to enhanced NH₃ adsorption.

1. INTRODUCTION

The adsorption of contaminants that are present in vanishingly low concentrations—parts per million or below—presents a significant technical challenge in both environmental and industrial settings. To achieve meaningful adsorption capacity, an extremely high enthalpy of adsorption ($\Delta H_{ads}$) is required. This energetic requirement typically lies well outside the range of physical adsorption processes and will instead require the development of materials that interact chemically with the analyte of interest.¹ Noteworthy progress has been achieved in the selective adsorption of 390–400 ppm carbon dioxide, as a first step toward its direct capture from air,²−⁴ and presents an interesting conceptual approach.⁵⁻⁸ Appropriate adsorption enthalpies are achieved in these cases through multiple chemical interactions: Initial interaction of a basic amine with the electrophilic carbon of CO₂ yields a carbamic acid, which is further stabilized through either full proton transfer to yield an ammonium carbamate ion pair⁹ or through hydrogen-bonding interactions (Figure 1a).¹⁰ A similar approach can be envisioned, whereby multiple acidic sites located in close proximity result in the strong adsorption of Lewis basic pollutants (Figure 1b).

Basic gases, such as ammonia, can lead to significant environmental and industrial concerns at similarly small concentrations. With regards to human health, ammonia itself has a recommended CAL-OSHA permissible exposure limit of only 25 ppm, which can be encountered in numerous industrial

Figure 1. Strategy for the development of low-pressure ammonia adsorbents. (a) Multiple interactions for adsorption of low-pressure carbon dioxide. (b) Proposed approach to ammonia adsorption.
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settings. Highly toxic amines have even more stringent safety limits (e.g., diethanolamine, 0.46 ppm). In perhaps the most extreme example, volatile organic amines can disrupt photolithography at only tens of parts per billion concentration, resulting in characteristic ‘T-top’ channel features that render the resulting silicon wafer useless (Figure 2a). As integrated circuits with narrower feature sizes are pursued, air purity requirements will become even more stringent, though these separation challenges are tempered by the fact that the low ammonia concentration will present only moderate demands on material stability. Outside of this specific application, low-pressure ammonia adsorption can also serve as the first model for chemical warfare agents. (c) Use of ammonia as an on-board reducing agent to mitigate vehicle emissions.

Figure 2. Target applications for ammonia capture and storage based on ammonia/amine pressure and adsorbent stability requirements. (a) Air purification for semiconductor manufacture. (b) Ammonia as a first model for chemical warfare agents. (c) Use of ammonia as an on-board reducing agent to mitigate vehicle emissions.

However, the basic zinc acetate-type structure was not stable to ammonia exposure, with framework collapse suggested by powder X-ray diffraction and gas adsorption experiments, in line with previous observation made on analogous zinc-based materials (MOF-5 and MOF-177). In an effort to generate ammonia adsorbents that would be stable, and therefore potentially reusable, Yaghi investigated a zirconium-based UiO-66 analog featuring anilinium cations as the Brunsted acid source. Although only one-third of the available aniline sites in the material had been protonated, a meaningful increase in NH3 adsorption was noted, and the framework survived exposure up to 1 bar of pressure.

Recently, porous organic polymers featuring a diamondoid-type structure have been introduced as ‘element–organic frameworks’ (e.g., EOF-1), porous aromatic frameworks (e.g., PAF-1), and ‘poly(aryleneethynylene) networks’ (e.g., PAE-E1), with initial investigations on ammonia capture using isolated metal catechol and polyimide functional groups reported. Two particular features of these materials, and PAF-1 in particular, suggested that they would be an excellent platform for the development of stable low-pressure ammonia adsorbents utilizing cooperative interactions. In addition to the high specific surface area of PAF-1, the physicochemical stability of this material is especially noteworthy. It exhibits pH stability ranging from anhydrous chlorosulfonic acid to KOH/DMSO ‘superbase’ (vide infra). Not only does this suggest that exposure to ammonia will be easily tolerated, it also allows for a diverse range of postsynthetic chemical transformations. Already chloromethylation, nitration, and sulfonation, which occur under vigorously acidic conditions, have been demonstrated. We surmised that common Brunsted acidic functional groups (e.g., –CO₂H) that are difficult to include in MOFs, due to their metal complexation abilities, could be included into these networks, in a density that would be otherwise difficult to achieve.

Herein, we give a full account of the conceptual and experimental development that led from Brunsted acidic MOFs with single-point ammonia binding sites, to new porous organic polymers that display excellent low-pressure ammonia adsorption, with multiple functional groups present in a spatial arrangement that leads to cooperative reactivity.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

General experimental information, specific synthetic procedures, and full characterization for all new small molecules and organic polymers are available in the Supporting Information.

Generic Procedure for Bis(cyclooctadiene)nickel(0) Polymerization. The procedure applied was that reported for the original synthesis of PAF-1. Bis(cyclooctadiene)nickel(0) (5.2 equiv) was charged in an oven-dried Schlenk flask inside an inert atmosphere glovebox. The flask was sealed, removed, and connected to a standard manifold for further manipulation. Vacuum-dried 2,2′-bipyridine (5.2 equiv) and anhydrous DMF (0.05 M concentration, relative to C=Br bonds). The solution was heated to 80 °C for 1 h. [Important note: At this point, the solution should be a vibrant, dark violet color, without any hint of black or brown. Occasionally, especially when older sources of DMF were used, a significant dulling of the purple color of the reagent was noted, and these reactions universally gave unsatisfactory results. This issue was never encountered when using freshly obtained anhydrous DMF of high commercial grade or DMF that had been stored under rigorously...
anhydrous conditions, protected from light and heat. Solid tetrakis-(aryl bromide) (1.0 equiv, 4.0 equiv C–Br functional groups) was added to the vibrant purple solution against positive nitrogen pressure. The reaction was left to stir at 80 °C for 72 h. At that point, it was allowed to cool to room temperature, concentrated hydrochloric acid was added (one-half the volume of DMF), and the suspension was left to stir overnight. The resulting solid was collected by filtration and washed with water (5 washes with HCl volume), absolute ethanol (5 washes with HCl volume), and THF (5 washes with HCl volume). This wash cycle was repeated twice more, before the polymer was replaced with fresh water (50% of DMSO volume). This exchange was allowed to cool to room temperature for 12 h. Again, the acid was removed by syringe, and the resulting solid was resubjected to identical basic conditions for another 24 h and allowed to stir overnight. The resulting solid was collected by filtration and washing with water (5 washes with HCl volume), absolute ethanol (5 washes with HCl volume), and THF (5 washes with THF volume). The vial was left to sit at 80 °C for 12 h. Finally, the polymer was activated at the appropriate temperature under vacuum to deliver the desired polymer.

Generic Procedure for Palladium-Catalyzed Polymer Synthesis. An oven-dried round-bottomed flask, cooled under N₂, was charged with a bis(pinacolborane)aryl monomer (2.1 equiv), tetrakis-(1,1′-biphenyl)methane (1.0 equiv), and chloro(2-dicyclohexylphosphino-2′,6′-dimethoxy-1,1′-biphenyl)][2-(2′-amino-1,1′-biphenyl)]-palladium(II) (0.70–1.1 mol % relative to −Br functional groups) and was purged for 10 min with flowing nitrogen. Degased THF (0.042 M relative to tetrabromide) and degassed aqueous potassium carbonate (2 M, 10% of THF volume) were added, and the solution was heated to 60 °C for 48–72 h. During the course of the polymerization, the reaction became an extremely viscous gel. The gel was cooled to room temperature and was transferred onto a Büchner funnel with the aid of additional THF. With constant vacuum applied, the gel eventually collapsed into a free-flowing powder, which was washed with hot hydrochloric acid (3 N, 5 washes with THF volume), hot water (5 washes with triple THF volume), hot ethanol (5 washes with triple THF volume), and hot CHCl₃ (5 washes with triple THF volume). The resulting powder was then further purified by Soxhlet extraction with THF (24 h). The polymer was activated at the appropriate temperature under vacuum to deliver the desired material.

Generic Procedure for Side-Chain Cleavage to Yield Free Terephthalic Acid Polymers. A solid terephthalic ester polymer was charged, under N₂, in an oven-dried round-bottomed flask. Solid potassium hydroxide was added (135 wt %), followed by anhydrous DMSO (to 0.4 M KOH). The flask was heated to 150 °C for 24 h. After cooling to room temperature, the solid was collected by filtration, washed with methanol (3 washes with DMSO volume), and allowed to air dry on the Büchner funnel over vacuum for 15 min. The resulting solid was resubjected to identical basic conditions for another 24 h using fresh KOH/DMSO. This cycle was repeated a total of two to three times, depending on the substrate. After filtering and washing with methanol the final time, the resulting solid was suspended in hydrochloric acid (3 N, 50% of DMSO volume) at room temperature for 8 h. The acid was removed with a syringe, with care not to remove any polymer. Next, the solid was exposed to hydrochloric acid of higher concentration (3 N, 50% of DMSO volume) at room temperature and was transferred onto a Büchner funnel over vacuum for 15 min. Additional THF. With constant vacuum applied, the gel eventually collapsed into a free-flowing powder, which was washed with hot hydrochloric acid (3 N, 5 washes with triple THF volume), hot water (5 washes with triple THF volume), hot ethanol (5 washes with triple THF volume), and hot CHCl₃ (5 washes with triple THF volume). The resulting powder was then further purified by Soxhlet extraction with THF (24 h). The polymer was activated at the appropriate temperature under vacuum to deliver the desired material.

Figure 3. Ammonia adsorption at 298 K in Brønsted acidic MOFs (Fe-MIL-101-SO₃H: red circles, UiO-NH₃Cl: blue circles) and a nonacidic structure (UiO-66-NH₂: green circles).

The ideal structure would deliver a moderate density (3.35 mmol/g) of anilinium sites, along with the weakly acidic hydroxide protons found in the inorganic cluster (2.23 mmol/g). For a representative example of a stronger Brønsted acid, Fe-MIL-101-SO₃H⁴¹ provides a comparable number of total acidic sites to UiO-66-NH₃Cl, distributed between the protic sulfonic acids (2.19 mmol/g) and Lewis acidic unsaturated metal centers (3.28 mmol/g). The room temperature (298 K) ammonia uptakes for these materials are shown in Figure 3.

The improvement in uptake, especially at low pressure, shown by UiO-66-NH₃Cl as compared to the parent framework (i.e., 0.93 mmol/g at 488 ppm for UiO-66-NH₂ vs 2.64 mmol/g at 663 ppm for UiO-66-NH₃Cl) confirms our prediction that Brønsted acidic adsorption sites could lead to meaningful ammonia adsorption at low pressure. Gratifyingly, the more acidic framework Fe-MIL-101-SO₃H yielded an exceptional adsorbent, which displayed improved uptake at low pressure (3.52 mmol/g at 510 ppm) and, owing to its significantly higher specific surface area, at higher pressure as well (17.80 mmol/g at 1004 mbar).

Porous Organic Polymers with Isolated Brønsted Acidic Substituents. Although encouraging performance was seen for low-pressure ammonia adsorption in UiO-66-NH₃Cl and Fe-MIL-101-SO₃H, these materials face certain practical limitations. Although UiO-66-NH₃Cl maintained crystallinity after controlled HCl addition, ammonia adsorption in this specific case results in the formation of NH₄Cl, which

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Brønsted Acidic MOFs. As reported previously, inclusion of hydrochloric acid equivalents in the 2-aminoterephthalic acid derivative of UiO-66 ([Zr₁₀O₂₄(OH)₈][p-(CO₂)₂C₆H₄NH₃]₆) allows for a significant increase in ammonia uptake, even with only one-third of the organic linkers protonated.⁵² In our hands, exposure of the neutral parent framework UiO-66-NH₂ to anhydrous hydrochloric acid in 1,4-dioxane did not result in any loss of crystallinity, although analysis of powder X-ray diffraction data could not unequivocally locate the chloride counterion in the presumed anilinium chloride UiO-66-NH₃Cl.
prevents the reactivation and recycling of this material by a simple temperature and/or vacuum swing. Fe-MIL-101-SO₃H seemed like a more promising material for further optimization, with one significant caveat: with the appended sulfonic acids already delivering very high Brønsted acidity, it is not clear how the performance of this material could be improved further.

With high specific surface area and exceptional chemical stability, PAF-1 seemed like an ideal platform for the development of acidic adsorbents, especially those that must function for extended periods of time in high-pressure ammonia environments. Already, Zhou has described the conversion of PAF-1 into the analogous sulfonic acid-functionalized material (i.e., PPN-6-SO₃H: [\((C_6H_4-C_6H_3SO_3H)_{2}(C)\)]), and while we recognized that frameworks substituted with anilinium chloride groups (i.e., −NH₃Cl) would represent a suboptimal material due to NH₄Cl formation, it would allow for the effect of the framework backbone, as opposed to the functional group complement, to be directly interrogated. Our approach to the synthesis of the required materials is shown in Figure 4. The parent material (i.e., PAF-1) was synthesized according to the original procedure, Menke conditions—a far milder alternative to HNO₃—introduce nitrogen as an aromatic nitro group, which was fully reduced to the corresponding aniline by sodium dithionite to deliver [\((C_6H_4-C_6H_3NH_2)_{2}(C)\)]. Following the reported procedure, exposure to chlorosulfonic acid affords the arylsulfonic acid polymer PPN-6-SO₃H. The nitrogen adsorption characteristics of these materials are also presented in Figure 4. Functional group addition to PAF-1 results in a significant reduction in the BET surface area, from 4240 m²/g in the parent framework to 1400 m²/g in BPP-1, 965 m²/g in BPP-2, and 1200 m²/g in PPN-6-SO₃H.

As expected, surface area as determined by N₂ adsorption is not predictive of ammonia uptake (Figure 5). Instead, there is a clear relationship between functional group acidity and adsorption, at both our low-pressure value of interest (500 ppm) and at the highest pressure investigated (1 bar). With relative acidity seemingly dominating adsorption performance, it is unsurprising that the MOFs investigated show better uptake for the same functional group substitutions (i.e., 2.64 mmol/g at 663 ppm for UiO-66-NH₃Cl vs 0.97 mmol/g at 636 ppm for BPP-2; 3.52 mmol/g at 510 ppm for Fe-MIL-101-

![Figure 4. Synthesis and 77 K nitrogen adsorption characteristics of PAF-1 (green circles) and functionalized derivatives: BPP-1 (red circles), BPP-2 (yellow circles), and PPN-6-SO₃H (blue circles). Open circles represent desorption data.](image)

![Figure 5. Room temperature (298 K) ammonia adsorption for PAF-1 (green circles), BPP-1 (red circles), BPP-2 (yellow circles), and PPN-6-SO₃H (blue circles).](image)
SO$_3$H vs 1.54 mmol/g at 919 ppm for PPN-6-SO$_3$H). The electron-withdrawing ability of the two carboxylate groups in the terephthalate linkers of the UiO-66 and MIL-101 series should increase the acidity of the ammonium chloride and sulfonic acid, respectively.

**Porous Organic Polymers with Cooperative Brønsted Acidic Substituents.** Given the ammonia uptake results obtained for MOFs and porous aromatic frameworks with isolated Brønsted acidic functional groups, it seemed likely that we would not be able to increase uptake substantially, especially at low pressure, through further tuning of the functional group, as sulfonic acids represented some of the most acidic groups that are readily accessible synthetically. Traditional adsorbents such as zeolites and activated carbons, which have been investigated in the context of ammonia adsorption, are similarly limited in their chemical tunability.\(^{30,43–46}\) Instead, we were inspired by recent computational results suggesting that the cooperative activity of multiple groups could have a strong positive effect on low-pressure adsorption.\(^{47}\) Although the materials derived from PAF-1 displayed lower uptake, we preferred to base further development around this platform for a simple reason: Binding sites that contained multiple acidic functional groups (e.g., $-\mathrm{CO}_2\mathrm{H}$) close enough in space to interact with a single ammonia molecule would likely also bind metal atoms strongly, potentially disrupting MOF synthesis.

The monomer required to produce a close analog to PAF-1 (and also to EOF-1), with functional groups poised to interact cooperatively, was successfully synthesized employing the method presented in Scheme 1. Selective metatation of bromoiodoarene 2 and 4-fold addition to silicon tetrachloride produced tetra-$meta$-methylated arylsilane 3. Selective 8-fold bromination under radical conditions yields 4. All attempts to monobrominate each benzylic position selectively resulted in a mixture of doubly-, singly-, and nonbrominated methyl groups. Hydrolysis in wet and slightly acidic DMSO provides tetrakis(3-formyl-4-bromophenyl)silane 5, which has both the halide atoms requisite for polymerization and a versatile functional group handle for postsynthetic modification.

Polymerization of 5 proceeded as expected under identical conditions as used previously to yield $[(2,2'-\mathrm{C}_6\mathrm{H}_4\mathrm{CHO}-\mathrm{C}_6\mathrm{H}_4\mathrm{CHO})_2\mathrm{Si}]$ (BPP-3), which bears functional groups in the positions directly adjacent to the biphenyl bond, poised to interact cooperatively during gas adsorption (Figure 6). However, we were surprised to find a surface area approximately one-half of what would be expected, based on the functionalized PAF-1 derivatives presented above (570 m$^2$/g BET vs 965–1400 m$^2$/g). While inefficient polymerization could explain such a low surface area, two important observations strongly suggest an alternative explanation. Analysis of residual bromine by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) indicated no remaining bromine, to the limit of detection, suggesting that the low surface area observed was not due to a low degree of polymerization. Most importantly, pore size distribution revealed that the source of the low observed nitrogen uptake was framework interpenetration,\(^{48,49}\) with the dominant diameters being much smaller than the $\sim$11 Å expected for an open-pore structure. As the steric parameters of functionalized monomer 5 are remarkably different from the monomer used to synthesize PAF-1 (i.e., tetrakis(4-bromophenyl)methane), it seems likely that an increased attractive interaction between independent networks, due to the dipole–dipole interaction between the aldehyde substituents, drives interpenetration. Although network interpenetration results in lower specific surface area, it also offers a new design element that could potentially be leveraged for materials synthesis. If functional group substitution leads to an associative interaction, this self-assembly between individual polymer networks could allow for the creation of strong binding sites that occur between independent networks. This approach has a number of significant advantages. In addition to removing the rigorous requirement

**Scheme 1. Synthesis of $meta$-Substituted Porous Organic Polymer Precursors**

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{(a)} \quad \text{Br} \\
\text{(b)} \quad \text{R} = \text{Me} (3) \\
\text{(c)} \quad \text{R} = \text{CHO} (4)
\end{array} \]

\[ \text{Conditions: (a) } n-\text{Buli, THF, } -78 \degree \text{C}, \text{then SiCl}_{4}, -78 \degree \text{C}, 72\%. \quad \text{(b) } \text{Benzoyl peroxide, N-bromosuccinimide, CCl}_4, \text{reflux } 62\%. \quad \text{(c) } \text{Dimethyl sulfoxide/acetic acid/water (90/5/5 v/v), 105 \degree \text{C}, 66\%.} \]

![Figure 6. Polymerization, nitrogen adsorption characteristics (77 K), and pore size distribution for BPP-3. Open circles represent desorption data.](dx.doi.org/10.1021/ja4105478)
for substitution at both ortho positions across the same biphenyl bond, the spatial relationship of cooperative functional groups could be finer tuned by adjusting network packing. As a practical advantage, this strategy also allows high-performance materials to be generated without recourse to using expensive and air-sensitive Ni(cod)$_2$, as in typical Yamamoto polymerization$^{50}$ conditions (vide infra).$^{51}$

The syntheses of PAF materials fulfilling these properties are presented in Scheme 2. Monomer synthesis begins with 2,5-

Scheme 2. Synthesis of Terephthalic Ester Monomers, Polymerization, And Deprotection to Yield Acidic Porous Networks$^a$

![Scheme 2](image)

$^a$Conditions: (a) (COCl)$_2$, PhH; ROH, pyridine, CH$_2$Cl$_2$,7 9
(b) Pd(dppf)Cl$_2$,$^8$ B$_2$pin$_2$, KOAc, 1,4-dioxane, 61$^{10}$
(8) or easily generated from inexpensive 1,4-dibromo-2,5-dimethylbenzene.$^{52}$ Esterification with methanol (7) or 1-nonalon (8) and Miyaura borylation$^{53}$ delivers functional cross-coupling partners 9 and 10. Suzuki polymerization with the same monomer used in PAF-1 synthesis (11) is enabled by Buchwald’s recently disclosed palladacycle precatalyst 12,$^{54}$
delivering insoluble materials at acceptably low catalyst loadings (0.7$^{11}$–1.1 mol % relative to new carbon–carbon bonds). Less reactive catalysts that have been successful in the synthesis of other PAFs (e.g., Pd(PPh$_3$)$_4$)$^{55,56}$ were ineffective in this challenging case. Nitrogen adsorption data obtained for the acidic polymers, and their ester precursors, are shown in Figure 7. The polymer derived from methyl terephthalic ester 9, [(C$_6$H$_4$-p-C$_6$H$_2$(CO$_2$CH$_3$)$_2$-C$_6$H$_4$)$_2$] (BPP-4), presented a BET surface area of 665 m$^2$/g. Saponification under extremely vigorous conditions (KOH, anhydrous DMSO, 150 °C), and subsequent reacidification with 3 N HCl, delivered the desired Bronsted acidic adsorbent [(C$_6$H$_4$-p-C$_6$H$_2$(CO$_2$H)$_2$-C$_6$H$_4$)$_2$] (BPP-5) with a slightly increased BET surface area of 700 m$^2$/g. Similar polymerization with 1-nonyl terephthalate ester 10 produced the nonporous polymer [(C$_6$H$_4$-p-C$_6$H$_2$(CO$_2$H)$_2$-C$_6$H$_4$)$_2$] (BPP-6) However, after side chain cleavage, the resulting acidic material, [(C$_6$H$_4$-p-C$_6$H$_2$(CO$_2$H)$_2$-C$_6$H$_4$)$_2$] (BPP-7), displayed porosity effectively identical to the acidic polymer derived from 9 (705 m$^2$/g BPP-7 vs 700 m$^2$/g BPP-5). Again, two crucial features suggested that these frameworks were highly interpenetrated.$^{57}$ Residual bromine was below the limit of detection by EDX spectroscopy, suggesting an efficient polymerization to form terphenyl bridges. Most importantly, whereas a noninterpenetrated structure would be expected to possess a pore size on the order of 2 nm, the dominant pore size observed in methyl ester-derived acidic polymer BPP-5 is near the lower limit of N$_2$ detection, at $\sim$5.4–5.6 Å (Figure 8). Interestingly, this pore size is entirely absent in the 1-nonyl ester-derived material BPP-7, likely the result of the larger 1-nonanol side chains preventing extremely dense network packing. A corresponding increase is seen in pore sizes ranging from $\sim$6.0–6.5 Å.

Not only do these polymers display a high density of functional groups (up to 6.0 mmol/g for an ideal polymerization), they also function to simultaneously interrogate the hypotheses mentioned in our design plan. If the ammonia uptake demonstrated by the materials is only dependent upon gas-phase pK$_a$, then the uptake at low pressure would be expected to be vastly inferior to the much more acidic PPN-6-SO$_3$H. However, if cooperative interactions could significantly enhance the adsorption enthalpy, the opposite could be observed. Furthermore, this would strongly suggest that a cooperative interaction between individual polymer networks is possible, given the para substitution in these particular materials. Additionally, if the interaction is between polymer networks, then the packing effects that are suggested by differences in pore size distribution should also affect ammonia uptake. Ammonia adsorption data for these materials are shown in Figure 9. Significant differences can be observed at both low
and high pressure. Most importantly, the carboxylic acid-substituted materials display vastly increased ammonia adsorption, especially at low pressure, where binding to the acidic functional groups takes place. Given that these results cannot be explained by gas-phase acidity (e.g., gas-phase ionization $\Delta G$ for $C_6H_5CO_2H = 1393$ kJ/mol vs $C_6H_5SO_3H < 1318$ kJ/mol). Additional information that can be gathered from including desorption data indicates that kinetics effects cannot be ignored in these materials. Even with extended equilibration times, BPP-5 displays lower uptake at and below 1 mbar, yet retains more ammonia at these pressures upon desorption. This strongly suggests that there is a difference in kinetics resulting from the differing pore size distributions. Very small pores—potentially, even below our limit of detection with N2 adsorption analysis—are difficult to access, and as such, adsorption does not occur on a reasonable time scale until higher pressures are applied. At 1000 mbar, BPP-5 does display a meaningful increase over BPP-7 (17.7 mmol/g for BPP-5 vs 16.1 mmol/g for BPP-7), effectively matching Fe-MIL-101-SO$_3$H. Upon desorption, the higher fraction of very small pore binding sites in BPP-5 leads to greater amounts of residual adsorption (5.3 mmol/g at 203 ppm for BPP-5 vs 4.5 mmol/g at 204 ppm desorption for BPP-7).

4. CONCLUSIONS

MOFs featuring highly acidic Brønsted acid sites have been developed in the context of proton conducting materials and heterogeneous catalysis. We have shown herein that these materials can display excellent ammonia adsorption characteristics, which are competitive with more common approaches based on Lewis acidic adsorbents. Porous organic polymers based on the predictable modular assembly of rigid building blocks have the potential to provide the same designed binding environments found in MOFs, while affording the exceptional chemical stability more commonly associated with traditional adsorbents such as zeolites and activated carbons, which may be required for challenging applications such as high-pressure reversible ammonia storage. The foregoing results detail a general strategy that can provide access to porous adsorbents displaying a combination of functional group density and chemical stability that rivals current champion materials. Suzuki polymerization using readily accessible precursors, along with modern catalysts showing high activity and functional group tolerance, will allow for the introduction of diverse binding sites—including those that may be difficult to incorporate in MOFs. As a specific realization of this
concept, the successful invention of a high-capacity ammonia adsorbent has been demonstrated. The superior stability of this material under extremely basic conditions suggests that multiple adsorption/desorption cycles and long-term ammonia exposure will be tolerated. Fundamental studies toward expanding the range of pore sizes available in these materials, further characterization of the proposed binding site, and additional application-driven investigations are currently underway.
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